ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In the recent twenty years, with the emergence of new types and large ships, the density of traffic at sea has seen a great change and has become more and more complex. This makes the ship manoeuvring more difficult. At the same time, ARPA (Automatic Radar Plotting Aids), GMDSS (Global Maritime Distress &Safety System), GPS (Global Positioning System) and ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Information System), etc. have been applied in navigation. The number of crew is decreasing, and this is a big challenge for the navigator. The latest shipwrecks indicate that human error is still the major factor of accidents [1, 2] . In order to decrease the number of accidents and increase the safety of navigation, the manoeuvring supporting system is a facilitating device. The collision risk evaluation is the major issue in the supporting system, and it is a basic and significant concept in navigation. There are several kinds of methods for the evaluation [3] . Each method has its advantages and shortcomings. There is no common way at home and abroad, due to the fuzziness and the impossibility to define the collision risk. The selection of collision risk evaluation method is always based on the actual situation. The quantification of collision risk evaluation has experienced several stages: (1) The first stage is based on the traffic flow theory.
The ship collision rate, encounter rate, collision probability and near miss, etc. are used to assess the collision risk of special water area. These methods are almost based on statistics and traffic investigation. ( 2) The second stage is the presentation of ship domain and arena according to human praxiology and psychology. (3) The third is the cognizance of the effect of dCPA (Distance to Closest Point of Approaching) and tCPA(Time to Closest Point of Approaching), and synthesize dCPA, tCPA and other factors to evaluate the collision risk. Nowadays, the intelligent technologies are used to evaluate the collision risk, including the improvement of traditional methods and new ways of presentation. The aim of the paper is to review the numerical models of collision risk evaluation. Section 2 presents the numerical model based on traffic flow theory, and the ship domain is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the numerical model based on dCPA and tCPA is introduced, as well as the methods based on fuzzy theory. Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section 5.
COLLISION RISK CALCULATION BASED ON TRAFFIC FLOW THEORY
The collision risk evaluation based on traffic flow theory is a historical one. Although it is not often used now, it is important for the development of the collision risk evaluation. The collision accident of unit time in a certain area is the original way to illustrate the risk of traffic at sea. The collision rate is an improved one, which has different definitions. One is using the ship number of those involved in the collision accident to compare with the number of ship operations in the unit time of a certain area. Cookcroft [4] adopted it to calculate the collision rate of ship with different tonnage in 1956~1980. Another is using the ship number of those involved in the collision accident to compare with the voyages number in the unit time of certain area. For example, the number rose from 0.000097 to 0.000166 during 1969~1978 in American water area. The collision times and rate are based on the investigation data which cannot reflect the potential risk. In order to reflect the potential risk, researchers proposed the encounter rate. Encounter is relative to the actual traffic situation, and collision is the bad result of encounter. Goodwin [5] defined the encounter rate by the danger-encountered times during the given time in a certain area. Fujii took ships as free motional molecules to research encounter. Actual collision rate and encounter rate are not sufficient for the research. The collision probability is defined by Fujii and Yamanouchi [6] as the actual collision times and geometric collision times in certain area of unit time:
where Pg is collision probability based on geometric collision times, NC and Ng are the actual collision times and geometric collision times of certain area and time. Barratt [7] proposed the near miss, which is close to actual collision times and more frequent than actual collision. He used the time clearance to assess the number of near misses. It is the time difference of arriving to the course cross point for two ships. If it is equal to 0, the two ships have a collision. Brok and Vet [8] thought that the major collision accidents are caused by human error according to factual proof. But we cannot express the behaviour of humans in mathematic models. They used the actual collision times and collision avoidance operation to assess collision probability. Collision is caused by collision avoidance failure. P m,
where Pe is collision probability based on collision avoidance manoeuvres (CAM), m , T K is the CAM times with target T in encounter situation, , T K r is the failure probability of CAM. It is a new method for security assessment, because the times and failure probability of collision avoidance operation can reflect human behaviour to a certain extent, and contains the factor of encounter and actual collision times. However, it is difficult to obtain the collision avoidance data due to the equipment restriction of that time. Also, there are many other researchers who proposed numerical models to calculate the collision risk. These methods are almost based on statistical data. They are not suitable for dynamic calculation.
Elliptical ship domains
The concept of ship domain was proposed firstly by Fujii. The definition of Fujii's ship domain is [9] ''Most of the navigators of the following ships avoid entering the surrounding domain of the fore-going ship''. We can see that it is the navigators' feeling about risk. The size of ship domain is defined according to the traffic investigation in Japan. It is an ellipse in the geometrical centre of which is the position of the ship centre and the major semi-axis is along the fore and aft of the ship, and the minor semi-axis is along the bear abeam the ship. The ship domain size of a large ship is that the major semi-axis is 7 times of ship's length L, and the minor semi-axis is 3 times. In overtaking situation, the major semi-axis is 8 times of ship's length L, and the minor semi-axis is 3.2. In harbour and narrow channel, it decreases to 6 and 1.6 times of ship length L, shown in Figure 1 . In head-on situation, the Fujii's domain is shown in Figure 2 . A half ellipse combination with a half circle is used to construct the ship domain. Astern side is smaller than starboard and port side, which means that there is less danger astern.
Coldwell [10] established the ship domain in headon and overtaking situations in restricted waters and confirmed the Fujii's ship domain in overtaking situations. The ship domain defined by Coldwell is ''The surrounding effective waters which the typical navigator actually keeps clear, considering the existence of other ships''. The ship is shifted left by half of the ellipse in the domain, and the starboard is larger than the port side in head-on situations, which is shown in Figure 3 . This indicated that the navigator's actions influenced by COLREGS, and confirmed the Goodwin's ship domain with different sectors, too.
Circular ship domains
Fujii introduced their domain to England in 1971. Then, Goodwin confirmed the existence of ship domain, and established a model of ship domain according to traffic investigation of the south of the North Sea at open sea. It was derived from statistic methods from a large number of records and simulator data. The definition of domain made by Goodwin [11] is "the surrounding effective waters that the navigator of 247.5º<θ<360º Goodwin's model has shown that the navigator's actions were influenced by the COLREGS. The starboard side is larger than the port side, and astern side is the smallest part as shown in Figure 4 . From the definition, we can know Goodwin's ship domain is a subjective concept rather than the Fujii's objective one. The subjective domain is the area that a navigator really 'wants' to be kept safe, while the objective domain is the one that a navigator 'has to' accept. The subjective domain is suitable for application of problems such as collision avoidance and assessment of collision risk, while the objective domain is more useful in traffic simulation and path design, etc. Figure 5 indicates the subjective and objective domain of a local ship.
Goodwin's ship domain is not continual and it is not convenient to realize traffic simulation on a computer. Therefore, Davis and Dove [12] Figure 6 . Davis and Dove [13] proposed a concept of Arena, which is used for navigators to determine the time of taking collision avoidance action. If any, we needed to keep our own ship domain un-violated. Arena is a bigger area than the ship domain in which the navigator can adopt action or not when the target ship is in the Arena, which is decided by the target ship violating our domain or not in the future. If it violates our domain in the future, the navigator will adopt action to avoid this [14] . The comparison of Arena and ship domain is shown in Figure 7 .
By this time, the theory of ship domain and Arena had been established. In that period and in the following years or so, many scholars modified the ship domain, and carried out practical studies. Since then, ship domain has been widely used to ship collision avoidance, marine traffic simulation, calculation of encounter rates, appraisal of collision risk, and VTS design, etc. With the development of artificial intelligence, researchers start to apply artificial intelligence in ship domain, such as fuzzy theory, neural network, expert system and others. Fuzzy logic control has emerged as one of the most active and fruitful areas for research in the application of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy logic and fuzzy reasoning [15] . Zhao [16] proposed a definition of fuzzy ship domain which determines a fuzzy ship domain boundary as in Figure 8 . The concept of fuzzy boundary for domain (FBD) is that "the relative motion line of a target is outside of the fuzzy boundary, it is safe, no action need be taken; if the relative motion line is just inside the fuzzy boundary, it is not certainly safe, but not certainly dangerous either, action need not be taken; if the relative motion line is inside the fuzzy boundary, it is danger, action must be taken to keep it out of the fuzzy boundary." He notes that ''they all refer to a water area around a vessel which is needed to ensure the safety of navigation and to avoid collision''. The concept of domain is that the navigator maintains clear of other objects. Zhao's "fuzzy boundary" theory was developed by Pietrzykowski [17] . The concept of ship fuzzy domain boundary is shown in Figure 9 , and the navigational safety is expressed by level c . The safety level can be described by fuzzy boundary. The boundaries of ship domain determined by the average safe distances from target ship observed at various heading angles and different ship sizes. If the distance from ship waterplane centre is small, there will be a danger evaluation value, such as . r 0 9 = ; and also we can see that the boundary of ship domain is not a circle which is based on the relative bearing. The ship domain is described dynamically according to the distance from the ship waterplane centre.
New and complex polygonal ship domains
With the development of ship domain research, some complex domains are proposed. Smierzchalski [18] proposed a hexagon ship domain in restricted areas, whose dimensions can be chosen experimentally. For good visibility, the hexagon dimensions on port side should be larger, which will make the manoeuvre of one's own ship at a sufficient distance from the target in case of course crossing and give-way situation, as in Figure 10 . Pietrzykowski [19] proposed a polygonal ship domain which is more complex than others shown in Figure 11 . The shapes and sizes of the domain are dependent upon the safety level of navigation, such as . 0 9 c = and
Smierzchalski [20] introduced a new way of collision risk calculation derived from the concept of ship domain, which was flexible to be applied in combination with any given ship domain. Additionally, he/she used numerical algorithm to determine the value of the ship domain. A generic method for determination of the necessary course alteration was developed.
Simulation experiment
In navigation, safety is the major issue, so we should try our best to avoid getting into the danger area by adopting collision avoidance action to keep the safety. We make use of typical Arena and ship domain of Davis to realize this. The mathematical model of Arena and Davis's domain [21] can be expressed as:
cos s in sin c os
where F indicates the ship is in Arena and domain or not. If the ship is outside of domain, F 0 < , r is the radius of Arena or domain, { is course of ship, d is the distance from one's own ship to the centres of Arena or domain, ,
h are the coordinations of imaginated and real ship centre.
We can describe the concrete numerical model of Arena as follows:
. 
Supposing that, in the water area, the parameters of local ship are: course 121°, expectation course 115°, velocity 15 kn, length 75 m; Target ship: course 126°, expectation course 130°, velocity 11.2 kn, length 110 m. The system calculates the value of F according to the parameters of ships. If F 0 < , it indicates that the target ship is in Arena, and then the system will evaluate the situation of target ship in the future, and check whether the target is violating our domain or not. If it violates our domain in the future, the system will send a warning signal to the navigator in order to remind him to adopt actions. This is going to keep our ship in the safe area. The following two figures demonstrate the encounter of two ships and process of collision avoidance.
At the beginning of encounter in Figure 12 , the target ship is in our Arena and close to local ship domain 1, too. The target will violate the local ship domain in the future according to the calculation. The target ship is the overtaking ship, and the overtaking ship should change their course to avoid the local ship according to CLOREGS. Next, the target ship changes its course, finally, the target ship is out of our domain 3. Figure 13 is the whole process of collision avoidance, in Arena 1 and domain 1, the target ship will get into local ship domain in the future, then it adopts action; so in Arena 2 and domain 2, the target ship is close to our domain, but not the crossing domain, if the target ship does not adopt action, it will violate the local ship domain; in Arena 3 and domain 3, the target ship is far from domain. The target ship is in our Arena all the time. It is safe, if it does not violate our domain.
COLLISION RISK EVALUATION BASED ON dCPA AND tCPA
There are many factors affecting collision risk, including dCPA, tCPA, position of target ship, velocity ratio K, and collision angle i , etc. But dCPA and tCPA are the most important ones which can be obtained by ARPA [22] as in Figure 14 .
Therefore, the number of collision risk evaluation methods were devised for taking dCPA and tCPA into account in the early stage. Kearon [23] proposed a model using dCPA and tCPA to evaluate the collision risk: a dCPA b tCPA (8) and (9), the dimension size of dCPA and tCPA, dCPA and Vc are different. Therefore, a and b are used to keep these variables matching. The two methods have the same problem that the variables have different dimension and dCPA and tCPA are in negative correlation, so the evaluation result is not quite good.
Collision risk evaluation based on Fuzzy Logic
The expert's experience is still essential when a ship is in danger of a collision with others, although a lot of electronic apparatuses have been equipped onboard ships. The researchers combined the expert's experience with fuzzy logic constructing new collision risk assessment system. James [25] proposed a collision avoidance decision model based on fuzzy logic. He discussed this model in head-on situation and with fixed obstacle. He established the fuzzy set of safety and small course changes. Hasegawa and Kouzuki [26] combined the expert system of Koyama with collision avoidance inference, and developed an autooperation fuzzy expert system (SAFES). The input of inference system is dCPA and tCPA. The fuzzy mapping of dCPA is "positive small", "positive middle small", "positive middle", "positive middle large" and "positive large". The fuzzy mapping of tCPA is "negative long", "negative middle", "negative short", "positive short", "positive middle short", "positive middle", "positive middle long" and "positive long". Yao and Fang [27] thought that there were too many negative values in tCPA. They decreased the negative number of tPCA. Using "very short", "middle short", "middle", "middle long", "long" to indicate dCPA. He used "small", "middle small", "middle", "middle large", "large" to indicate dCPA. This would decrease the inference rule number. Sii and Ruxton [28] proposed a safety model using fuzzy logic approach employing the fuzzy IF-THEN rules from human knowledge and reasoning processes without the precise quantitative analyses, such as acquiring the knowledge from the statistical data, the domain human expert analysis, the data according to the experience, then a concept mapping is carried out, and finally the fuzzy model is established. They provided a tool for working directly with the linguistic terms commonly used in carrying out safety assessment. Hwang [29] designed a fuzzy collision-avoidance expert system, which can store facts and rules, and then the inference engine can simulate experts' decision.
Collision risk evaluation based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is a general method in fuzzy theory, using fuzzy mapping principle and considering all of the effecting factors of evaluation object. The comprehensive evaluation result can be used as subjective evaluation, and also objective one. Furthermore, the system security is a progressive process. We can get perfect results through assessing the subordination of factors. Therefore, researchers use the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation instead of using dCPA and tCPA directly.
In literature [30] , dCPA and tCPA were used as the input of fuzzy system to calculate the collision risk. The membership function of dCPA is:
When dCPA is larger than the threshold d2 , it is safe according to the actual situation and psychology of navigator. If dCPA is smaller than threshold d1 , the two ships will have a collision danger. We must take actions. Among the two thresholds d1 and d2 , we need to calculate the risk level for collision avoidance. The membership function of tCPA is: 
In the formula,
, ,
where VR is the relative velocity; d1 is DLA, minimal distance to adopt collision operation; d2 is the ship Arena.
The result of collision risk evaluation is as follows:
where
In Equation (14), we can see that dCPA and tCPA have the same contribution for collision risk evaluation. However, it is not in accordance with the actual navigation experience that dCPA is the first major factor and tCPA is the secondary one in practice. Liu [31] added the distance of two ships R to the comprehensive evaluation except for dCPA and tCPA. In literature, the membership function of R is: 
where r1 is DLA, r2
, T is the time of rotating by 90 degrees.
And then in the final evaluation, the weighting of subordination is adopted instead of equal contribution, which can reflect the different significance of factors. c a u R a u dCPA a u tCPA
where aR , adCPA , atCPA are weighting of R, dCPA and tCPA.
Zheng [32] made use of the parameters (two-ship distance d, target position T, dCPA, tCPA) coming from ARPA and AIS (Automatic Identification System) to construct risk membership function for collision risk evaluation. A different membership function of two-ship distance d is defined in literature as equation (18) .
where K1 is the visibility factor, K2 is the situation of water area, K3 is the human factor, like the experience, technology and psychology of operator, and K is the radius of Arena. 
In the formula, T0 is decided by the ratio of velocity K, 
The membership function of dCPA is, u dCPA = (11) is adopted as the membership function of tCPA. The target evaluation matrix is, , , , [33] thought that it was not enough to take the parameters (D, T, dCPA, tCPA) into account only for collision risk calculation. He used the distance D of two ships, relative position B, dCPA, tCPA, velocity ratio K and collision angle i to construct collision risk evaluation model.
Target ship evaluation matrix, , , , , , R r R r r r r
The distribution of target weightings:
and a a a a a a 1
He thought that dCPA was the most important factor in collision risk evaluation, the secondary ones were D and tCPA. The weightings of factors were adopted as follows: [33] , the membership functions are listed as in Table 1 .
tThe formula in the table: dCPA0 is the threshold of target ship's dCPA. The minimal safe passing distance is dCPA0 , and rdCPA is 0.5 when dCPA dCPAs = . It is the critical point of safety and danger. The threshold of tCPA is tCPA0 . The time from adopting collision avoidance operation to the position of dCPA0 is tCPA0 , and RT is 0.5 when tCPA tCPAs = . The threshold of twoship's distance D is D0 , and D0 is set to the minimal distance of adopting collision avoidance operation Ds, rD is 0.5 when D Ds = . The threshold of relative position T is T0 , and adopt T 19°0 = which comes from the Arena; and RT is 1 when T 19°=
. The threshold of velocity ratio K is K0 , and adopt K 1 0 = . The threshold of target collision angle i is 0 i , and adopt
Space and time collision risk evaluation
In the encounter of ships, the navigator has different feeling about the distance and time of collision avoidance. Therefore, the collision risk was divided into time collision risk (TCR) and space collision risk (SCR) according to Wu and Zheng [34, 35] . They were 
only considered as the effecting factors of collision risk evaluation in the past. The definition of SCR is that: the local ship encounters with another ship with collision risk, it is the measure of collision probability based on the factors of dCPA of target ship, position of CPA, relative position of target ship and minimal safe passing distance. It is the measure of ship collision probability, not urgency of collision. The definition of TCR is that: it is the urgent level of time that ship arrives at the last minute action point when two ships have a collision risk. It is the measure of urgency of collision avoidance. We can understand the collision risk in space and time aspects through the definitions.
In the evaluation of SCR, Stevens's (1962) psychological sense equation was used to construct the SCR.
where a is the psychosensorial strength, k is a constant, { is the stimulation, n is decided by our sense organ, and n is 0.33 for our vision in light, 3.5 in electric shock.
In literature, the membership function of dCPA is,
where RT is the distance of two ships; R z is the relative course; T a is the true bearing of target ship.
. .
, .
, . 
. [34] , the calculation of tCPA is the following equation:
where RT is the distance of two ships, R z is the relative course, T a is the true bearing of target ship, and VR is relative velocity. 
In the formula, t1 is the same as Equation (12), t2 the same as Equation (13) . In daily life, humans feel danger in the premise of discovering the target. If the navigator does not find the ship, there will be no danger in common. So, define the distance of two ships 12 n miles as the critical value, namely d2 is 12 n miles, if the distance of two ships is bigger than 12 n mile, TCR will be 0. Finally, combine SCR and TCR into a collision risk.
Simulation test
In order to compare these evaluation methods based on dCPA and tCPA, a crossing encounter situation simulation is carried out. The parameters of ships are, local ship: the position (0, 0), course 000°, velocity 15 kn, length 250 m, visibility is better (K1=1, K2=1, K3 =1), adopt DLA=1 n mile, and the target ship: the position (7, 7), course 250°, velocity 25 kn, length 110 m. The movements of ships are simulated, and the two ships have an encounter situation. If there are no collision avoidance measures, the two ships will have a collision as in Figure 15 . According to the Zheng, Liu and Wu's collision risk evaluation methods, the collision risk evaluation results are shown in Figure 16 . Figure 16 shows that the collision risk is bigger and bigger with the decrement of relative time ( RT ). The collision risk begins to increase fast when the RT is 3 n miles. The collision risk is about 1 when RT is If there is a collision avoidance measure by steering 11 degrees, the collision avoidance process is shown in Figure 17 . The minimal distance of two ships is 1,105 m in the collision avoidance process as shown in Figure 17 .
From Figure 18 we know, there are two processes for RT in the collision avoidance process. Therefore, the collision risks have two processes, reaching the maximum and falling down. The collision risks reach the maximum and then fall down quickly for Zheng and Liu's method, though the RT value is small. The maximal collision risk of Wu and Zheng's will keep for a while until RT recovers. There are more parameters involved in Zheng and Liu's method than Wu's method; this is why the collision risk does not maintain higher value in the collision avoidance process. However, the psychological factor of navigator is considered more in Wu and Zheng's method. Therefore, the distance is the main factor reflecting the feeling of navigator, and collision risk keeps a maximal value for a while until RT is bigger.
OTHER METHODS
There are also other methods to evaluate the collision risk. Smierzchalski [36] presented an intelligent control system of ship motion in the situation of threat with collision. The goal of the system is to support the navigator in decision-making. Evolutionary algorithm is used to mark the optimum path of passages and fuzzy logic is used to control the ship after a set path of passage. Liu and Shi [37] proposed a fuzzy-neural inference network for ship collision avoidance. The model had three subnets, each subnet being independent. Subnet 1 is used to classify the encounter situation and collision avoidance action, subnet 2 for calculation speed ratio membership functions and subnet 3 for inference alteration magnitude and action time. The inputs of subnet 1 and subnet 2 were those data coming from the user and other equipment by respective interface to describe the current ship encounter situation, while their outputs (after being processed) were taken as inputs of subnet 3. These final outputs of subnet 3 were decisions for collision avoidance of the time. There are also other ways based on the fuzzy theory. Wang [38] proposed a Dynamic Quaternion Ship Domain (DQSD) models. The DQSD model is able to capture essential subjectivity and objectivity of ship domains which could sufficiently consider ship, humans and circumstance factors. Wen [39] made use of the Probit model to assess the collision risk for the ship in channel, where the dCPA and tCPA are not the most important parameters comparing with velocity of wind and visibility, etc.
CONCLUSION
This study provides an understanding about the collision risk evaluation and the theoretical background of the related work. The classical techniques are based on the mathematical models while the modern techniques are based on artificial intelligence (AI). The areas of AI for ship collision risk evaluation are fuzzy logic, expert systems, and neural networks (NN), as well as their combination (hybrid system). The collision risk evaluation methods are cross-development from the beginning, such as Fujii and Goodwin proposed the mathematical model for collision risk evaluation in 1973 and 1978 separately, and the ship domain was proposed in 1975.
The method based on the traffic flow theory is developed first. It is suitable for traffic investigation, and subsequent investigation. It takes human behaviour little into consideration. The assessment needs massive data from history data, experiment and traffic investigation. This may waste man-power, labour resources, and financial resources, and cannot obtain the creditable result in short-term due to the changing In collision avoidance system, ship domain and methods based on dCPA and tCPA are used frequently due to its characteristics. The ship domain is mainly human's feeling about the distance of ships. Ship domains come from the investigation of navigators. So it has the characteristic of subjectivity. The use of dCPA and tCPA in collision risk evaluation adds more objectivity to collision avoidance. They are evolutionary with the development of technology. Like using the fuzzy theory in collision risk evaluation, the input of fuzzy system can be fuzzy variable; this can indicate the process of human's decision-making, and make use of human's experience. Researchers are increasingly taking AI technology into collision risk evaluation system. Ship collision avoidance is a complex multi-task problem. The navigator can only predict the encounter status according to the dCPA, tCPA and previous trajectory with the help of ARPA, and then select the proper operation. Human's critical decisions are highly subjective and may lead to error and potentially ship collision avoidance. Therefore, we can make use of the ship intelligent decision support systems to overcome or, reduce the subjective nature of humans as much as possible which is the aim of collision risk evaluation. In the intelligent decision-support system, the ship domain, ship arena and collision risk can be evaluated automatically. The system can analyse the effect of the navigator's operation, and select a better operation.
